
Providing a Controlling Influence
Scott James Security Design's unique Control Room Design and Evaluation Service continues to provide real solutions and
advice for both established and new facilities alike.

Demand for Scott James Security Design's dedicated RVRC (Remote Video Response Centre) and ARC (Alarm Receiving Centre) Design and
Evaluation Service continues to grow, helping existing facilities to identify any potential weaknesses in systems or processes and new
companies to realise their new build ambitions. "We have been extremely pleased with the demand for our services in this sector and we
believe our strength exists in our ability to offer a true end to end solution due to our unique insight into all aspects of the security supply chain
from the all important design and installation through to the often complex monitoring requirements." Scott James Security has recently
undertaken numerous projects ranging from a long established ARC that wanted to take a fresh look at its operating systems and target
markets to a major security provider keen to take its first steps into security monitoring by creating a brand new RVRC. Most of our projects
begin with an initial evaluation process to identify areas that we can add value by providing consultancy and project management as well as
design and procedural documentation, once these requirements have been identified and agreed we provide actual hands on advice and
management at the clients premises to quickly deliver project goals on time and on budget. "Most of our clients value having a fresh set of
eyes look over their business and as our services are solely provided on an independent consultancy basis they can be assured that our
observations and recommendations are not influenced by any commercial pressures, the initial debrief can sometimes be a little tricky as
sometimes businesses require a little tough love, but once these obstacles are navigated the changes and cost savings are often substantial."
We welcome further enquiries from the industry and are more than happy to attend the clients premise for a no obligation initial assessment to
identify what if any benefits we can bring.

 

Scott James Security Design provides expert independent security assessments, security design, risk assessments, strategic planning, and project and
security management services for the commercial and private sector.We are a totally independent consultancy with no ties to any security manufacturers
or installers and all of our personnel are from a technical or operational background offering genuine expertise in their chosen field. We offer advice that is
totally impartial, unbiased, and objective that after a thorough review of your individual business situation will provide recommendations that meet your exact
needs.


